Lesson 4 and 5: The Rough Wooing
This powerpoint will take you through the
next 2 lessons. You should complete the
starter task and task 1 and 2 during one
period, and task 3 and the finishing task
during the other. There is a worksheet to go
with task 2 called ‘L4 Rough Wooing guided
reading.’
OK, now that we know a little more about
what was going on in Scotland at the time of
Mary’s birth, lets get on with finding out
about what happened in her life...

Title: the Rough Wooing
Learning Intention
I will be able to describe what the Rough Wooing was

Success Criteria
• I will be able to explain why Henry VIII wanted marriage
between his son and Mary
• I will be able to describe the events of the Rough Wooing
• I can explain why Mary was sent to France
Glossary:
Wooing – an old
fashioned term for
dating someone, trying to
win them over

Think...if ‘wooing’ is
rough, do you think it’s
all flowers and
chocolates, or not very
nice?

Starter recap: Using the pictures, summarise what
you know about the birth of Mary Queen of Scots
so far

How did you do?

Scotland and
England were
separate
countries

Mary’s
parents were
King James V
and Mary of
Guise

Born on 8th
December
1542 in
Linlithgow
Palace

James V died
6 days later
and Mary
became
Queen

Mary was
Catholic

At the time of Mary’s birth, Scotland had
important relationships with England and France
SCOTLAND

King James V
and Mary of
Guise

Catholic

ENGLAND
‘Auld Enemy’

King Henry VIII
Protestant

FRANCE

‘Auld Alliance’

King Henry II
Catholic

English attempts to conquer Scotland made her Scotland’s
‘Auld Enemy.’ Scotland looked on France as her friend, and
their relationship was known as the ‘Auld Alliance.’

Following the death of Mary’s father, James V, the
Kings of England and France wanted to arrange a
future marriage between Mary and one of their sons.
Why?
If my son, Edward VI
marries Mary, England
will have more control
over Scotland which will
become Protestant
Scotland will continue to
support France against
England if my son,
Francis II marries Mary
and will stay a Catholic
country

Marriage would secure their relationship with Scotland and
give them some control over the religion of the country.

So what happened?
To begin with, Scotland and England agreed to the
future marriage of Mary and Henry VIII’s son,
Edward, however the Scots soon began to have
doubts.

Task 1: Watch the clip and answer the following questions:
Henry VIII and the Rough Wooing
1) What was the name given to the agreement of a future
marriage between Mary and Edward?
2) Why did the Scots change their mind?
3) How did Henry react and what was his reaction called?

So what happened?
Task 2: Guided Reading
• Read through the sheet ‘The Rough Wooing.’
• Highlight the key points in each paragraph.
• On the left-hand side, choose a subtitle for each
paragraph
• On the right-hand side, bullet point the key facts
REMEMBER to include dates...you’ll need them for
task 3.

Task 3: Title, The Rough Wooing...
• Using your notes and
this powerpoint,
complete the timeline
from the birth of
Mary until when her
marriage.
• Each date should have
the key event, then a
brief description of
what happened at
each key date. (there
will be a number of
points to add for
start of Rough Wooing
1544-45)
• Add pictures to
illustrate your
timeline

Dec. 1942 - Mary Stuart is born. She’s the heir
to the Scottish throne. 6 days later, James V dies
July 1543 - Treaty of Greenwich agreed the
future marriage of Mary to Edward, the
son of King Henry VIII of England
Sept 1543 Dec 1543 -

May 1544-45 –
- Jan 1547

- Sept. 1547
- June 1548
- July 1548
- Aug 1548
- Apr 1558

To finish: Mary was just 6 years old when she

had to leave her mother behind and sail to France
to live with the family of her future husband

Complete a think
bubble explaining
how Mary must have
felt.

